Presently, Planck's constant is a fundamental constant that can not be derived from other constants. Assis developed a model based on an extended Weber-type potential energy, that allows calculating gravitational-type forces from neutral oscillating electric dipoles. Here we show that the maximum possible point-mass in his model equals the Planck mass which allows us to derive Planck's constant and the fine-structure constant. We match the exact order of magnitude only requiring a pre-factor that is present in all Weber-type theories and has to be determined empirically. This classical model allows to link electromagnetic, gravitational and quantum properties with one approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Planck constant h is the pillar of quantum theory being the quantum of action. It describes the proportional constant between the energy and frequency of an atomic oscillator. So far it is listed as one of nature's fundamental constants that can not be derived or calculated from other constants. Only by looking at the fine structure constant, which defines the coupling strength of the electromagnetic interaction between elementary particles and is given by
we can guess that the Planck constant may depend on the electric constant 0 , the electric charge e and the speed of light c. However, the numerical prefactor has to be determined empirically as one of about 20 empirical parameters in the standard model.
Many attempts have been made to find a viable analytical formula to derive the fine-structure constant using quantum electrodynamics (QED), algebraic identities as well as conjectures based on classical and quantum field theories as recently reviewed by Jentschura and Nándori [1] without convincing success. Planck introduced the quantum of action as an adhoc assumption in order to correctly predict the black-body radiation. As of today, this assumption is called quantum hypothesis as it can not be derived out of theory.
We will show that such a minimum energy condition appears naturally if we use Weber's electrodynamics and a gravitational model that derives gravity from electromagnetism using the Weber force (listed as one of the candidate theories by Jentschura and Nándori [1] ). We can then calculate Planck's as well as the fine structure constant only using electromagnetism. * martin.tajmar@tu-dresden.de
II. GRAVITATIONAL MODEL AND WEBER'S ELECTRODYNAMICS
Many years before Maxwell, Wilhelm Weber proposed a single force law that covered all known electromagnetic forces such as the Coulomb and Lorentz force as well as Faraday's induction law [2] . The Weber force between two charges q 1 and q 2 separated by the distance r is obtained by the divergence of the Weber potential energy given as
It is possible to derive Maxwell's equations from this potential energy [2] and contrary to Maxwell, Weber's electrodynamics do conserve momentum and angular momentum. However, it also predicts additional properties such as a contribution to inertial mass for charged particles inside a stationary charged spherical shell [3] , which has been tested without fully conclusive results [4] [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, so far Weber's electrodynamics is only considered a curiosity complimentary to Maxwell at best. It should be noted that a Weber-like force was also successfully proposed for gravity including inertial and frame-dragging effects. Even Schrödinger proposed a similar potential energy as Equ. 2 to study gravitational phenomena and the origin of inertia in rotating reference frames [8, 9] .
Assis proposed an extension to the Weber energy that allowed him to derive gravitational and intertial forces by using only electromagnetic forces [10] [11] [12] . His model is based on the following two assumptions:
1. Assis assumes, that each mass is actually composed of a neutral electric dipole. Each dipole consists of opposing charges ±q which are separated by a distance A and oscillate with respect to each other at an angular frequency ω. In his simple model, one charge is assumed stationary and the other is oscillating around it. This can be interpreted as a form of string theory where opposite charges are placed on the end of the string.
2. He then proposes a series-expansion of the Weber energy from Equ. 2 to obtain a more general form given by
where the first coefficient is known as α = 0.5. The other coefficients should also be on the order of unity but their precise value is not known so far.
Next, the average force between two dipoles is computed by performing an average between all four charges (q 1±,2± ), oscillations in all three axes and a time average over one oscillation perdiod using the derivative of the extended Weber energy. Assis then finds
where the negative charge is assumed to be stationary with the positive charge oscillating. The same result is found for the opposite case. This equation predicts an attractive force with a 1/r 2 dependence just like gravity between two electrically neutral oscillating dipoles. A gravitation-like force was therefore derived as a 4th order electromagnetic effect using the extended Weber energy (inertial forces can be interpreted as a 6th order electromagnetic effect). By using elementary charges, atomic distances and nuclear frequencies, one does indeed obtain forces with similar order of magnitude as the produced by two gravitationally interacting atoms. Assis's force has some similarity to the well-known van-der-Waals force between neutral electric dipoles that is also attractive but shows a 1/r 6 dependence that is different from the behavior of gravitational forces.
In the early stages of the atom model, it was not clear why the atom was a stable configuration with an electron rotating around a nuclear core that should loose energy due to radiation. The principles of quantum mechanics and the waveparticle duality solved this issue. Surprisingly, the approach of mass as a consequence of vibrating charged strings is also a stable configuration as it can be shown due to different reasons. If mass needs at least one vibrating dipole, a single charge itself an the end of the vibrating string is massless. It can be seen as a "charged photon" that similarily moves at the speed of light according to special relativity with a certain vibration frequency that is related to mass.
The properties of such hypothetical massless charges are discussed in the recent literature. A detailed analysis shows that such particles do not radiate [13, 14] , therefore a vibrating charged string with massless charges is also a stable configuration.
III. GRAVITATIONAL LIMIT AND THE PLANCK CONSTANT
By equalling the Assis force with Newton's gravitational law,
we can get a general expression of mass as a function of the dipole properties
We can now use this model to calculate the maximum possible point-mass, which is the definition of the Planck-mass, that allows us to calculate h. If a particle has the Planck mass, it's Compton wavelength equals the Schwarzschild radius and therefore no larger point-mass is allowed. The maximum point-mass-limit here is based on the following two assumptions 1. At the elementary particle level, the highest charge is the elementary charge e.
2. The largest oscillation velocity is limited by the speed of light c as discussed above. The Assis model uses simple 1D oscillations where the charge position is given by A · sin(ωt) and his force equation 4 is an average performed over the oscillation period. We will therefore perform a similar calculation and assume that the average absolute velocity over the oscillation period is limited by the speed of light. We then get
We now put these limits into the mass equation 6 and equal it to the Planck mass,
which allows us to express the reduced Planck constant as
This is exactly the right order of magnitude that we expect and we obtain the right value with β = 3.62. From Weber's and Assis's approach we only knew that β should be on the order of unity -which it is. Moreover, Assis developed a simple 1D oscillation model so further improvements might lead to a slightly different value for β. We can see clearly how the Planck constant can be extracted from the same constants that are present in the fine-structure constant equation 1.
We can use this result to also get a simple expression for the fine-structure constant and obtain
The famous energy-mass equivalence can also naturally be extracted from the vibrating string-model. The rotational energy of the dipole is related to the mass, amplitude and frequency of the dipole-string. We also need to account for the degrees of freedom similar to a diatomic gas. Using the speed of light limit from Equ. 7, we can then express
Assis showed that the Weber energy can describe all electromagnetic phenomena. Schrödinger and Assis used the same Weber-type potential energy to derive gravitational forces including frame dragging effects. As we could show here, the extended Weber potential can not only describe electromagnetic and gravitational forces, but that it also includes the Planck constant or a minimum action. This may open up an alternative approach to study links between quantum theory and gravitation. Of course we used a classical approach and a simple model that will need further refinements in the future, however, the mass model as a one-dimensional oscillating electric dipole-string could be an interesting alternative or complementary to present Higgs-and string theory approaches.
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